



Zoned out
I want to buy a DVD of the TV

programme Malcolm In The

Middle, but it's only available as

an American region 1 disc. How

can I play it on my Mac's (European) region
2 DVD player?

Stephen Dean

Legally this is a thorny area, as we've

pointed out before. Telling you how to

circumvent region encoding is illegal in

some countries. Nevertheless, you do have

some options. The best is simply to buy a

multi-region DVD player. You con get them
from Amazon for about £30 now and the

picture quality will be much better on a TV.

However, you did specify that you want

to watch the DVD on your Mac, and it is

possible to switch your Mac's regional

settings five times before they become

permanent. Just put in the Malcolm OVD5,

authenticate with an admin password and

your Mac's DVD player will play the DVD
without any problems.
Remember though, that if you then put in

a Region 2 DVD, you'll need to switch the

settings back to Region 2 to watch it. You can

only switch the settings a maximum of five

times, though, so you could try a little hock

that involves altering the 'firmware' software

that's built into the DVD drive. The firmware

update couldpotentially ruin your drive

completely, so it's notsomething we

recommend. Even so, lots ofpeople do it.

You'll need to use System Profiler in your
Utilities folder to find out what model your
DVD drive is. Then search the net for that

drive model, along with the words 'firmware'

and 'OS X andsomething's bound to come

up. If it works according to plan, you'll be able

to use a program called Region X (you'll find

it listed at www.versiontrocker.cam) to keep

resetting the 'five switches' count back to '5'.

Flight flop
I am about to go and collect my

daughter and family from

Gatwick. It is O3lOhrs. The Flight
Tracker Widget in Tiger tells me

th the flight is due to arrive at Ol4Ohrs.

Fortunately, my daughter rang to say the

flight has been delayed. The BAA site has the

correct info - the flight is to arrive at 0447hrs

(updated at O300hrs). There I was telling

everyone how marvellous my Mac was, and

it was wrong!
Howard Baker

Well, strictly speaking it was the widget
that was wrong, and not your Mac. Not

every piece of software on the Mac was

written by Apple. Plenty ofprograms, such as

the graphing calculator in Tiger, were written

by 'third parties'
-
people outside Apple.

Now, there's no one but Apple to blame

for writing the widgets that come with Tiger,

but it's not Apple that compiles the data that

the widgets use. The Flight Tracker widget, in

particular, uses data from a US company
called FlyteCamm, so it's really FlyteComm
that's to blame. Many of the widgets in Tiger
are heavily US-biased.

To be fair to Apple, that's often because the

rest of the world hasn'tgot its act together,
and only US companies offer a service it can

use. Flytecomm's FlyteSaurce, which is the

data the Flight Tracker widget uses, comes

from 'an aggregate of multiple sources...

Sources include FAA, weather, schedule, 005

reservation systems, gate and terminal

information', according to FlyteComm.
Note the staggering absence of overseas

sources listed there. In other words, don't

Terminal velocity
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The first step is to open 'Terminal' in

the Utilities folder, then type
'sudo pica /etc/hosts'. You'll need to

e logged in as an administrator in order for

hst to work.

141 for Macs?
'	

Websites such as

www.didtheyreadit.com and

www.msgtag.com allow you to

know if and when your message
has been	 read. Not everyone likes this idea.

How can	 we block the traffic to these sites?

Jean van	 Hille

Little Snitch ($24.95 (513.50),

A www.obdev.ot/products/Iittlesnitch/)

might help. it works like a firewall, but

blocks outgoing instead of incoming traffic.

But a quick and free way of blocking traffic to

specific sites is with your Mac's Hosts file.

Your questions answered
Feel as though you're losing your way? Rob Buckley is on hand to put you back
on the straight and narrow path to Mac enlightenment






rely on the Flight Tracker widget for anything
unless you're in the US, and keep using the

BAA site until someone in the UK comes up
with o European version of FlyteComm.

Not picture perfect
When I export my iPhotor '
slideshow to iDVD, the picture

quality really drops. When
tt- watched in iPhoto it looks great,
but in iDVD it's very poor. What's going on?

Roger Tapsin

As with our lost question, the problem
doesn't lie with your Mac but with the

compromises mode by both the DVD

format and your television set To match the

resolution of your TV, iDVD has to reduce the
resolution of your photos. That means your

photo quality will drop compared with

iPhoto's, unfortunately.

Now you see it...
I have a dual 1.8GHz 65, and

,t\	 have just replaced the original	
DVD drive (Pioneer DVR 106) with	

a Pioneer dual layer DVD-RW
(model DVR 109). I have lost the ability to
use iDVD because the new drive isn't
recognised by iDVD. I've been told that there

are ways round getting the 65 to recognise
the drive (there must be, because the new

655 come with the same drive), but I don't

understand how it's done. Can you advise

me of the best plan of action?

Ray Keene

First of oil, open System Profiler in your
Utilities folder. Now look under

'Hardware' in the column on the left

and find 'Disc Burning Make sure your drive

is fisted (if it isn't, the drive is broken or

disconnected) and that 'Burn Support' hos

'Yes (Apple Shipped/Supported)' next to it
If it doesn't, you'll have to try another

way of getting it to work Try flushing the

PRAM by restarting and holding down

'Apple, Alt, P and R' at start-up. If that

doesn't work, try Potchburn

(www.potchburn.de/index.html), which

should enable burning support
Another option is to upgrade to OVD 5,

which will allow you to use DVD burners

other than Apple's SuperDrive (well it works

with ours, anyway). You con also create a

'disk image' ond burn from that using

Apple's Disk Utility program. If you prefer to

stick with iDVU 4, there's on 'Easter Egg' you

con use to activate the hidden ability of

iDVD to take advantage of third-party
burners. Full instructions are at

http://tirtyurLcom/car3o.

-	 Go to the bottom of the page and type	
'0.0.0.0', press the Tab or space key	
then type 'did theyreadit.com'. This is

the .+e with the images Didtheyreadit.com
embeds in emails to track them.

A question of images
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Press Return to start a new line. Then

add '0.0.0.0 img.msgtag.com'. This

will stop Msgtag's images. Now press
the Ctrl and X keys, then press 'y' when

asked if you want to save your changes.

	Press Return to accept the /etc/hosts

4attempt

Restart your Mac. Now any

attempt to download embedded

tracking images will fail, as your Mac won't

be able to find the server storing the images.

Hmake sure you have the
latest software versions
purring away as year Mac,
click on the little 'Apple'
icon at the tap left of the
screen, cheese 'software
update' from the pull-dews
mane. if you're connected
to the web, this utility will
check outthe states at year
Mac and glee you a list of
the latest updates
available. You can then tell
year Mac to download and
install them. Updates are
constantly being released,
so take a leak at
mmm.apple.com far the
latest list at updates. If
you're a Mac member, lag
in to mmm.mac.comand
check out the latest goodies
that you may not base
spotted. Far exam pla,
there's now a section of
.Mac that lists all the

programs available with

special Mac features.

Security update 2005-007
over 30 security fixes for
bath Panther and tiger.
Make sure you get version
1.1 at this, particularly if
you base 05 5 Server,
because the first version
killed aft 64-bit apps such
as Mathematica.

PowerBook 04 Graphics
update 1.0
Improves graphics stability
for same 1.67-ttHa
Pawergeak G4s. Only
2.1Mg, so go for it.

Uncompressed 422 v.1.2
for Shake 3.5
The Apple Uncompressed
422 Codec update
addresses issues is shake
3.5 when working with 10-
bit Qaickriwe Fries.

iphoto 5.0.4
The iPhata 5.0.4 addresses
as issue with browsing
photos that base been
auto-rotated by a camera.
We suspect it dens ether
stuff, tea, glees that it's
30.2MB.






DVD disaster
I have just been working on an

iMovie project. The finished

movie was one hour 17 minutes,

and when I tried to burn it to

ND on my eMac, I encountered a number of

problems. It took 12 hours to process in iDVD,

then a message came up that there was 'an

error during multiplexing'.
After many hours of trying different

configurations, the only way I could create a

DVD was to export back to the camera and

burn from there. This of course left me with

no chapter breaks or themes. As an

experiment, in case I had made an error

during editing, I reduced the movie to 55

minutes and included chapter breaks and

themes, then burnt a DVD with no problem.
I've made iDVD projects before in extended

mode without any problems. Is there a glitch
in Tiger or am I doing something wrong?
Mike Duly

Yes, it's the world's most useless iDVO

A

error message
- 'on error during

multiplexing This is what iDVD will

flog up if it's in the slightest bit unhappy
with its lot in life. Let's run through o few of
the possibilities.

There could be something wrong with one

of your movie clips, and iMovie isn't able to

process it correctly. It's also possible that

you're running out of space on your herd

drive, since iDVD does need o large amount

ofspace to create the relevant files. make

sure you leave at least twice as much free

space on your drive as the eventual DVD size.

It could be your Fire Wire connections ore

unstable: we've certainly seen iDVD projects,
Toast burns and even Finder copies fail when

a hard drive and external DVD burner were

daisy-chained to the some Fire Wire port. Try

switching cables and connections to see if
that helps. Sometimes changing the brand of
DVD you're writing to will help - or using a
different iDVD theme. We've encountered
problems with the 'Moving Bors' theme, for
instance (shown above).

There may also be a problem with your

project. iMovie, todoy's collaborator in

disaster, does a really badjob maintaining
locked audio where you put it. It's a good
idea to go through your movie and make

sure the audio clips are locked where they
should be. Extracting no more audio thon

you hove to, simplifies things as well.

Make sure no chapter markers ore within

two seconds of the start or end of the

Timeline. Make sure no chapter markers are

within a transition. Make sure no chapter
markers ore within two seconds of the end

of a transition. Mixing 48k (native mini DV

audio) and 44.1k audio (native CD audio) is

also a big source of problems, so try not to

mix the two in a single audio track.

A graphic request
I'd like to get into writing graphic

/	 novels - the only problem is that I	

can't draw to save my life. Can	

you recommend a program (a

relatively cheap one) which will practically
draw for me? All the ones I've been looking
at seem to require some drawing skill to

begin with.

Anna Corbould

There's no program that will draw for

A
you, unfortunately, so you should start

with clip art andphotos, rather than

my Mac, so I can edit the best bits in

iMovie and burn onto just one DVD. I

have tried to do this by opening parts of

the movie files on the DVDs in iMovie,

QuickTime etc, but it isn't working.
Is there a simple way to do this

without having the expense of a

third party to copy the DVD onto

MiniDV format and then via FireWire

to iMovie?

Ian Parker

DVD video files are stored as VOB

files, which are 'muxed' MPEG2 files.

2uickTime, the Mac's built-in video

system and the foundation of

iMo vie, can't read muxed MPEG2 files

directly, even if you buy Apple's MPEG2

plug-in. That means converting the VDB

into something more palatable. For

iMovie, the best option is the DV format

used by camcorders.

The best and simplest DV converter

we've found is DrapDV ($19.95- about

£11 - at www.dropdv.com). A bonus

feature is that it creates an iMovie project
for the resulting DV files as well. You'll

need plenty ofhard drive space, since the

DV files are roughly twice as big as the

original V085.

But whether you con convert the VOB5

into usable files is dependent upon the

software used to create the DVD5 in the

first place. In our tests, DropDV and others

had no trouble at all with DVD5 created

by iDVD, but they oil choked on a DVD

created by Raxio's Popcorn. If the same

thing happens to you, you'll be better off

getting a third-party service to convert

the DVD5 for you.

Wedding photos
I have a small collection of

family wedding DVDs which I

would like to edit onto a single
DVD disc. I would like to know if

there is a simple way of editing these on






drawing from scratch. A simple graphics

program such as GraphicConverter
-
$30

(116.30) from www.lemkesoft.com/enI
graphcon.htm)

- will let you doctor pictures
and odd captions accordingly; this approach
works for www.mnftiu.cc, for example.

The best program we've seen for comics

and graphic novels from photos is Comic Life
- $24.95 (113.60) at plasq.com/comiclife.
This gives you all kinds of filters to make

photos look hand-drown, pointed and so on,
as well as speech balloons of various kinds.

The other option, of course, is that you
couldjust stick to writing and get someone
else to handle the pictures...







No toast to Toast
I wonder if you can help me. saw

an article on burning SVCD5 with

Toast. So I bought it, installed it and

tried it. Great disappointment. My
Sony (DSC-P150) makes great video, but I

don't understand how to make a continuous

movie. It seems to only make a one-picture
chapter. Am I missing something?
Ivar Kjolner Nielsen

Nope. You're not missing anything.

Unfortunately, Sony digital cameras

record their movies as muxedMPEG I

videos. Toast can't break that down into

individual chapters. However, you can use

this month's favourite program, DropDV
-

available at www.dropdv.com for $19.95

(110.85)
- to convert the videos into DV

files. You can then edit them in iMovie to

create chapters ready for Toast, or use

Toast's built-in chapter creator.







iSync therefore I am
I'm having problems with my
P900. I have the latest version of

Sync; I've checked on the Sony
-- Ertcsson site and I have the latest

firmware on my phone, but I can't get iSync
to add the device even though it's paired
over Bluetooth.

Also, why oh why can't Apple fix iSync to

actually sync categorised Calendar events? I

use Missing Sync to sync my Tungsten T3 and

also want to sync my P900 (once 1 can get it

working), but even though I can categorise
calendar events on my phone/PDA and also

categorise in iCal, I lose these when I sync.
Sort it out, Apple!
Gideon Grimes







The Sony Ericsson range does work

with iSynç but a problem common to

many of their phones is getting iSync
to recognise them. The trick is not to pair

your Mac with the phone, but to pair the

phone with your Mac.

Delete your phone as a paired device on

your Mac using the Bluetooth System
Preferences pane. Now get yourphone to

pair with the Mac. You'll be presented with

a dialog box that asks if you want to use the

phone with iSync. Soy yes, and iSync will

open and odd your phone to its devices list.

As for the issue of categories, it's been a

long-standing gripe ofmany that Apple's

iSync conduit is so buggy and fails to preserve

categories when syncing with other devices.

Not that Microsoft's Entourage conduit is

much better, but at least it preserves

categories on contacts and to-do items.

If Apple really does want the Mac to be

the centre of our digital lifestyles, maybe it

could spend a little more money fixing bugs
and feature defects that have been around

in its products for four years or so. If small

companies such as Now Software can write

conduits that preserve categories, Apple
should be able to do it as well.

Bad medicine
I had a problem on my

i PowerBook recently which I

attempted to resolve by calling

AppleCare. One of their

suggestions was that I remove Virex, the

anti-virus software available with Mac. It

transpires that Virex is not very compatible
with Tiger, causing various problems, and

as such Apple does not recommend that

the two are used together.
Steve Mulligan







It's very true. McAfee doesn't intend

to upgrade the consumer version of

Virex to make it compatible with Tiger
or future versions of OS X. That's one

reason Apple no longer offers Virex as part

of the Mac subscription. If you're after on

alternative anti-virus package, the free

ClomXav (www.markolIon.co.uk/clamXov)
will do fine. If you wont more features,

version 10 of Norton Anti-Virus

(www.5ymantec.com/region/reg_eu/p
roduct/nuv_macjndex.html)iscompatible

with Tiger (we review it on page 113).
You'll need to uninstoll Virex first, though.


